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ESSAYS
Travel Journal: Arenal, Costa Rica

Just as I had hoped the guts of this country are a little less touristy. Arenal is a small town that 
overlooks a beautiful lake. Its red shores and bright blue water are reminiscent of southern Utah.

I’m having lunch in a small “soda” that the bus driver, Giovanni, recommended…and personally drove 
me to after everyone else had exited the bus. He also took me down to the ramp of the lake so I 
could get a better look and take some pictures. True to Tico form he was incredibly friendly and 
accommodating.

Food just arrived – ¡qué riquísima!

There are so many nuances about this place (and Latin America in general) that I absolutely love. The 
way people greet each other on the street: ¡Hola! Amigo. Policía. Flaquito. ¡Pura vida!

The way people drive: one time I sat in the very front of a bus looking through the windshield, 
but have yet to do so again. I feel much safer a little bit farther back with the naiveté of an infant 
covering her eyes – what I can’t see surely isn’t happening! There is so much honking, though it is 
unclear which is a friendly greeting and which is to warn a certain-death crash.

There are so many sounds that I love. The chirping of birds and bugs in the forests and jungles is a 
constant melody. Then there are the sounds of the streets – besides the honking, the motorbikes 
race through the intersections passing cars, busses and semi trucks at their own will disregarding 
all traffic signage, laws, and common sense. In Montezuma I fell asleep to the waves crashing on the 
beach. Last night in Playa de Coco it was to incessant techno music with the frequent interruption of 
a whistle during a soccer game.

I love hearing Spanish spoken everywhere – I can see how much easier it would be to learn a 
language when you are completely immersed among it. I am already thinking in Spanish again and I 
love it. Many people think I am from Spain…until I use the word “mande” which immediately attaches 
me to Mexico. I need to break that habit - it sounds feo compared to the beautiful Costa Rican 
accent. The most flattering compliment came from the park ranger in Cabo Blanco when I informed 
him of my plans to move to Costa Rica to practice my Spanish. “You don’t have to worry about your 
Spanish,” he told me. “It’s already your language.”

The flowing of compliments is appreciated. I think that any woman who is feeling a lack of beauty 
or confidence only needs to walk 100 meters of a street in South or Central America for an ego 
boost. The men are generous as they tell you how beautiful you are – and not even in a crude way, as 
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perhaps in other parts of the world.

This morning a sweet toothless man between the ages of approximately 45 and 70 sat next to me on 
a bench. From what I could understand of the Spanish that poured out of his mouth unfiltered by 
teeth, he has been waiting in his small little town for a muchacha bonita like me to come. He gently 
touched my backpack much like a curious child and questioned its contents.

“Clothes.” I told him.

“Beautiful clothes?” He asked.

“No, ugly clothing!” I responded. (This isn’t a lie just to deter him or anyone else from thoughts of 
stealing by bag – I am carrying only the most run-down and least-stylish of my wardrobe.)

“That’s ok.” He replied. “You make even ugly clothing beautiful.”

Well thank you! If only the men in my country (and preferably those with better oral hygiene, larger 
stature, and closer to my age) were so kind.

Giovanni just drove by on his way out of town and honked as he went by. Qué amable.
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Freaky Friday: Dating Edition

Since my dating life doesn’t make me feel like enough of a masochist I decided a while ago that it 
would be interesting to do a date for which I take the role of the man. Almost a year ago I made 
some plans and realized it would be difficult because most guys would (hopefully) be completely 
uncomfortable with being so emasculated. But turns out I was feeling uncomfortable by the thought 
of being so “masculated.” Recently the idea resurfaced and the more I thought about the more it 
freaked me out… to the point that I realized I had to do it, because I knew the fear meant there was 
something to learn.

The entire experience was awkward, but definitely hilarious. I came home and described the date to 
my BFF saying I have NEVER been on a date where I was so uncomfortable. Everything from calling 
to ask out the attractive and acquiescent Zack Oates, (selected because of his dating blog, where 
you can read his thoughts) to driving, “leading” the date, starting conversation and making sure he 
was enjoying himself made me anxious, to the point of physiological reaction in the form of a rapid 
heart rate, sweating (gross), and irrational thoughts. Dating has never been quite such a demanding 
experience for me, but I have also never been in the drivers seat – literally or figuratively.

To illustrate how “out of it” I was, I’ll provide you with an embarrassing little anecdote from the begin-
ning of our evening. I went to wash my hands before dinner, and as I walked down the hall towards 
the restroom my mind was on how to control my apparently uncontrollable sweating, my disappoint-
ment with the restaurant, and how to keep the conversation going (the last being especially irratio-
nal, since this has never been a problem with Zack, and if you know him, you know why). I walked into 
the bathroom and found myself face to face with and 18 year old boy. “Did I just walk into the men’s 
bathroom?” I asked, out loud.

“Yep… don’t worry it happens.” No, that DOESN’T happen! Seriously?? Literally my biggest fear came 
to fruition on a night where the irony was beyond priceless.

So… you get the picture – I was having a hard time being myself. Really though, the date was fun, but 
here are some of my observations:

1. Asking someone on a date ignites an intense pressure to perform. I’ve read about this from men, 
how badly they want to impress women, and I’ve never understood why, because I’m usually fairly 
easy to please (except for that one time I was taken to a college dorm cafeteria for dinner – not im-
pressed). It was interesting feeling the stress that I did to make sure he was enjoying himself.

2. Ending the date is more difficult than I had ever thought – when you’ve already had dinner and 
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done an activity and it’s not even 10:00 it seems common sense to ask if they want to do something 
else, but having been on the other end of this made me realize you have to be 100% sure they’re into 
it before you ask.

3. We have specific gender roles for a reason – men have much more of an innate nature to provide – 
let them do so.

4. I probably should have given a lot more of those awkward first dates a second chance. Now that I 
can completely relate to being so unnerved that I don’t feel like myself, I get what guys mean when 
they say they aren’t always their best self on the first date.

5. The post-date text is much appreciated. Zack, Thanks for calling to say thank you, and thanks for 
playing along! Don’t forget to read his version of the date on eastercloset.com.
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Taxis vs. Trains: Tips and Tricks for Travelling via Public Transportation 
 
It’s official. $70 is the amount of money I will (over)pay for a taxi on vacation, or so the pattern 
suggests. 
 
My first expensive encounter came this summer when I arrived in San Jose, Costa Rica 
completely unprepared for the experience. I literally did not even know what the currency 
was called, but that’s adventure, right? I was coerced into the ride by Guillermo, one of the 
many aggressive taxi drivers who prey on naive looking tourists as they leave the airport 
(as much as I’d like to think I looked like I knew what I was doing, I’m sure my overstuffed 
backpack made me prime bait.) 
 
I was bitter at spending the money (the largest chunk of change I spent the entire carefully 
budgeted vacation) immediately into my trip, but the fee included more than just the ride. I 
received a three hour orientation to the country; I quickly learned much about the culture, 
plus I got to see back roads, beautiful landscapes, and we even stopped at a roadside snack/
drink stand called a “soda,” where Guillermo purchased me a libra of my new favorite 
fruit: mamónes. We also stopped to look at some crocodiles, and at the beach when we 
finally arrived in Jacó. Our journey ended with me learning several explicit words in Spanish 
referring to “the real reason American women stay in Costa Rica: the Latin men.” Yeah…sorry, 
hombre, thanks for the ride, but it’s not going to happen. 
 
My less adventurous taxi trip was this week on my way back to Utah from Washington, DC. 
I had a great extended weekend visiting my sister. Because she lives downtown she doesn’t 
have a car, I resorted to public transportation to/from the airport. (Sidenote: shame on me for 
not flying in to Reagan National, which is MUCH easier to access by train.) I arrived at the bus 
stop with what I thought was 10 minutes to spare, which is why I didn’t chase down the bus 
that was pulling away as I walked up. A one minute phone call to the automated system told 
me that the next bus wasn’t coming for another 45 minutes. 
 
If I waited I would have missed my flight and I wasn’t keen on the fine I would incur doing that, 
so I was forced to rely on the less forward, but still vulture-like taxis circling the station. Unlike 
my third-world experience I couldn’t negotiate the fare, and was less than thrilled when the 
meter read $52 as we pulled into Dulles International. That plus a measly tip (sorry about 
that!), and the fare of the original taxi I had taken to the bus station added up to…you guessed 
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it: exactly $70. If the amount didn’t sting, the irony sure did. 
 
So, if you’re traveling on a budget I advise you to save some money by using busses and trains 
as much as possible. Here are a few tips for using public transportation:

1. Know the info – station locations, fares, schedules, etc. Look it up beforehand if 
it’s available online, and don’t be afraid to ask questions – the people waiting around for 
a bus or train are usually pretty familiar with how it works.

2. Buy/Find a map. Yes, you absolutely risk looking like a tourist, but embrace it… if you’re 
trying to get by on not much money, the risk is definitely worth the reward.

3. Allow yourself plenty of time. I submit that there is such thing as Murphy’s law of 
Transportation. It is almost guaranteed that there will be delays and/or cancellations 
due to construction, inefficient systems, weather, or cows in the road. You will be best 
off planning more time than you think you need to get from point A to point B.

4. Be safe. Keep your belongings close, wear light colored clothing, and don’t assume 
every nice/interesting person you meet can be trusted. Just be cautious, and use 
common sense. Sitting as close to the driver as possible also doesn’t hurt.

5. Double check route number and direction. There’s nothing quite like ending up 50 
miles away from where you meant to be because you were standing on the wrong side 
of the platform for the westbound train… unless of course you’re interested in the 
scenic route.

But don’t worry, if you end up stranded far from your intended destination I’m sure no matter 
where you are, there will almost always be a taxi willing to take you where you want to be… 
for a mere $70.

Happy travels!
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